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a b s t r a c t 

This paper describes the effects of uniform and non-uniform liquid co-flow on the bubbly flow in a rect- 

angular column (with two inlets) deliberately aerated unevenly. The two vertical bubbly streams, com- 

prising uniform bubbles, started interacting downstream of the trailing edge of a splitter plate. This study 

quantifies the emergence of buoyancy driven flow patterns as a function of the degree of a-symmetric 

gas sparging and (non-)uniform liquid co-flow by using Bubble Image Velocimetry (BIV) and dual-tip op- 

tical fibre probes. Without liquid co-flow, small differences in the gas fraction of the left and right inlet 

had a large effect on the mixing pattern, whereas a liquid co-flow stabilized a homogeneous flow regime 

and the flow pattern was less sensitive to gas fraction differences. Void fractions, bubble velocities and 

chord lengths were measured at two fixed position in the flow channel, whereas BIV provided a global 

overview of the flow structures. A correlation was developed to predict (a-symmetric) operating condi- 

tions for which the gas fraction of the left and right inlet are balanced, such that the bubble motion is 

governed by advection and no buoyancy driven flow structures arise. The data obtained is highly valuable 

for CFD validation and development purposes. 

© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

Besides classic symmetric bubble columns (with or without 

 liquid co/counter-current flow), a-symmetric bubble configura- 

ions are also widely encountered in the form of air-lift reac- 

ors and photobioreactors. It has been found that depending on 

he degree of a-symmetry and the emerging large scale motions, 

ixing times in laboratory scale setups are significantly reduced 

 Alméras et al. (2018) ; McClure et al. (2016) ] and heat transfer

ates increased [ Gvozdi ́c et al. (2019b) ]. 

Scaling-up of bubble columns and aerated vessels requires 

etailed CFD modelling of the dispersed gas-liquid flow 

 Becker et al. (1994) ]. Most of the available models work well 

or homogeneously dispersed bubbly flows and are used with 

ncreasing confidence, but modeling of a-symmetrically (or half) 

parged bubble columns has proven to be a real challenge 

 Huang et al. (2018) ]. Therefore, systematic and accurate experi- 

ental data, comprising gas fractions, bubble velocities and sizes 

nd liquid velocities, in a-symmetric bubble column configurations 
∗ Corresponding author. 

E-mail addresses: Corne.Muilwijk@ul.ie (C. Muilwijk), Harry.VanDenAkker@ul.ie 

H.E.A. Van den Akker). 
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301-9322/© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article u
s crucial for CFD validation and development purposes, but it is 

parsely available [ De Tournemine and Roig (2010) ]. 

Operating our rectangular bubble column a-symmetrically, i.e. 

y applying different air and/or water flow rates to the left-hand 

nd right-hand sides, may create two parallel bubbly flows with 

ifferent (mixture) velocities and/or (mixture) densities. The shear 

etween these two parallel flows may result in Kelvin-Helmholtz 

KH) instabilities which have been widely studied under single- 

hase conditions. Brown and Roshko (1974) experimented with 

arallel flows of two different gases and observed organized vorti- 

al flow structures which by pairing (see e.g., Winant and Browand 

1974) ) gave rise to a mixing layer between the two gas flows. 

he lateral growth of the mixing layer then follows from engulf- 

ent of outer fluid by these vortical structures. When conceiv- 

ng bubbly flows as single-fluid flows comprising interpenetrat- 

ng phases and exhibiting a mixture velocity, one could argue a 

imilarity with the above single-phase KH instabilities. An anal- 

gy between single-phase and two-phase vortical structures has 

lready been submitted a long time ago [ Rietema (1982) ; Van Den 

kker (1998) ]. Groen et al. (1996) as well as Mudde and Van Den 

kker (1999) observed and described dynamic behaviour of bubble 

olumns comprising coherent vortical structures. 
nder the CC BY license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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Loth and Cebrzynski (1995) studied mixinglayers between just 

 liquid and a liquid with bubbles 2 and 4 mm in diame- 

er. They found these bubbles modulated shear layer thickness. 

oig et al. (1998) reported results from just four experiments for a 

ixing layer between two bubbly flows with a low holdup ( < 2%) 

f bubbles with an average chord length of some 2 mm. They 

ound the global behaviour of such bubbly,ows to be very sensi- 

ive to (initial) void fraction contrasts. Ayed et al. (2007) injected 

illimetre sized oxygen bubbles by 576 small capillaries (0.33 mm 

nternal diameter) at the low velocity side of a mixing layer, while 

o bubbles were introduced at the high velocity side. In a simi- 

ar test facility, De Tournemine and Roig (2010) found stable flow 

atterns characterized by so-called frontiers between the bubbly 

treams from the left and right inlets. They only observed such 

rontiers when bubbles were injected on the low liquid velocity 

ide, whereas oscillating boundaries occurred for all cases when 

ubbles were supplied at the high liquid velocity side. 

These previous investigations of bubbly mixing layers 

 Roig et al. (1998) ; Ning et al. (2009) ; De Tournemine and

oig (2010) ], seeded with (polydisperse) small bubbles and 

perated at low gas fractions, reported data for a very small 

umber of cases only at seemingly arbitrary operating conditions. 

herefore we identified an urgent need of a broader and more 

ccurate database for a-symmetrically operated bubble columns: 

ow asymmetric gas sparging induces dynamic buoyancy-driven 

ow behavior and how uniform and non-uniform liquid co-flow 

odifies this. A parametric study then delivers unique and highly 

aluable experimental data to serve as a reference for CFD val- 

dation in an Euler-Euler framework. While two parallel bubbly 

ows (separated by a boundary) develop in vertical direction, 

he strength of the buoyancy driven flow structures (e.g. liquid 

ntrainment rates into a dense bubble swarm) as a function of 

he degree of a-symmetry can serve as a very strong benchmark 

ase to calibrate sub-models for interfacial momentum transfer, 

wo-phase turbulence and lateral dispersion of bubbles. 

All these sub-models are strong functions of the (local) void 

raction and bubble size (distribution). Therefore, computationally 

imulating half-sparged bubble columns as in Ayed et al. (2007) ; 

e Tournemine and Roig (2010) ; McClure et al. (2017, 2016) and 

vozdi ́c et al. (2019a) , axisymmetric non-uniform aeration in 

 cylindrical bubble column as in Harteveld et al. (2003) , or 

ymmetric non-uniform sparging in a shallow 2D column as in 

arteveld (2005) is essentially easier when there is only a sin- 

le bubble size (distribution) present. Of course, the bubble size 

epends on the gas flow rate and co-flow velocity Muilwijk and 

an den Akker (2019a,b) ; Muilwijk and Van den Akker (2021) . A- 

ymmetric sparging in a bubble column then imposes different 

ubble sizes for each inlet, unless single bubbles are formed with a 

onstant diameter at low, constant, gas flow rates in quiescent wa- 

er as in Alméras et al. (2018) , or in case a different splitter plate

esign is used as in Ning et al. (2009) , where the independent con-

rol of both inlets was compromised. In our case, we designed the 

as sparger in such a way, that (in each inlet) uniform large bub- 

les were produced, which essentially have constant rise veloci- 

ies, such that lateral dispersion due to size/velocity differences, is 

inimized (as explained in Part I) and breakup and coalescence of 

ubbles is avoided. 

Experiments were carried out in the test setup as described in 

ur previous paper [ Muilwijk and Van den Akker (2019b) ], where 

he superficial liquid and gas velocities of both the left and right 

nlet compartments can be varied independently. The bubble size 

 b in each inlet can be calculated using a correlation developed 

n our previous paper [ Muilwijk and Van den Akker (2019b) ] as a

unction of the sectional U sg and U sl . 

For this Part II paper, we used the same techniques as de- 

cribed in Part I of this twin paper, viz. Bubble Image Velocimetry 
2 
BIV) and dual-tip optical fibre probes (OFP), where BIV was used 

o perform analyses of the large scale flow structures, while the 

FPs were used to measure local gas fractions, bubble velocities 

nd chord lengths at fixed positions. Experiments were designed 

o cover a wide range of flow behaviors, such that a comprehen- 

ive set of experimental data was obtained. 

A model to describe the gas fraction was adopted to predict a- 

ymmetric operating conditions for which a higher gas flow rate 

s compensated with a higher liquid co-flow such that there is no 

as fraction difference at sparger level. For these conditions, where 

o buoyancy driven flow structures emerge and the bubble motion 

as governed by advection, bubbly mixing layer patterns occur. We 

hen also identified operating conditions for which there are, in 

ddition to an equal gas fraction at left and right inlet, (almost) 

qual bubble sizes formed in both inlet sections. 

The structure of this paper is then as follows. An overview of 

xperimental parameters and the different flow configuration sce- 

arios is given in Sec. 2; Sec. 3 shows results on the effect of a uni-

orm liquid co-flow on the flow patterns and the departure from 

ymmetric operation with increasing degrees of a-symmetric gas 

parging. Sec. 4 presents results on the effect of uneven (left and 

ight inlet) liquid co-flows on flow patterns. Concluding remarks 

nd suggestions for future work are given in Sec. 5 . 

. Methods and parameters 

Measurements were carried out in the ”LimBuRig” test facil- 

ty [ Muilwijk and Van den Akker (2019b) ]. Two, initially separated, 

arallel streams of bubbly flows with different superficial (gas and 

iquid) velocities, started interacting downstream of the trailing 

dge of a splitter plate (see Fig. 1 a). While Part I of this paper

howed results for a symmetric operation (uniform U sg and U sl ), 

-symmetric bubble column configurations were studied for this 

art, where the superficial gas velocities U sg and/or superficial liq- 

id velocities U sl (L)eft and (R)ight were varied independently. In 

ig. 1 a, the gas flow is higher at the right hand side, while the

iquid flow rate is highest in the left compartment. Downstream 

f the splitter plate, the fast liquid flow from the left inlet slows 

own and expands laterally, pushing the flow with the higher void 

raction to the right; the latter then starts accelerating due to in- 

reased buoyancy. K-H instabilities develop the growth of which is 

estricted by the close proximity of the right side wall. The various 

ow cases are described with the help of the following parame- 

ers: 

 U sg 〉 = 

1 

2 

(U sg,L + U sg,R ) (1) 

 U sl 〉 = 

1 

2 

(U sl,L + U sl,R ) (2) 

U sg = U sg,R − U sg,L (3) 

U sl = U sl,R − U sl,L (4) 

here L, R denote the left and right inlet, respectively. The degrees 

f a-symmetry in the superficial gas and liquid velocity, λg and λl 

espectively, were then defined as the ratio of the superficial gas 

r liquid velocity difference (between left and right inlet) to the 

ean superficial velocity: 

g = 

�U sg 

〈 U sg 〉 (5) 

l = 

�U sl 

〈 U 〉 (6) 

sl 
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Fig. 1. (a) Raw image corrected for lens distortion. (b) Bubble parcel velocity vec- 

tors as calculated using Bubble Image Velocimetry (see Part I). Reference vector (1 

m/s) given on the right. Average of 5 image pairs, ≈40 ms. Inlet conditions: U sg,L = 

0.63 cm/s; U sg,R = 1.87 cm/s; hence 〈 U sg 〉 = 1 . 25 cm/s and λg = 1 . U sl,L = 0.2 cm/s; 

U sl,R = 0 cm; hence 〈 U sl 〉 = 0 . 1 m/s; and λl = −2 . 
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The mean superficial gas velocity 〈 U sg 〉 was kept at a value of

.25 cm/s (unless otherwise mentioned), while λg was varied be- 

ween -1 and 1. Therefore, the superficial gas velocity of each in- 

et (L,R) was in the range 0.63-1.88 cm/s, which is in the regime 

here bubbles are formed individually with a very uniform bub- 

le size [ Muilwijk and Van den Akker (2019b) ]. The mean superfi- 

ial liquid velocity 〈 U sl 〉 was varied between 0-0.2 m/s. The degree 

f a-symmetry of the liquid co-flow λl was varied between 0, -1, 

nd -2, the latter indicating no liquid flow at the right inlet and 

 sl,L = 2 〈 U sl 〉 . 
More details on the design of the test facility can be found in 

ur previous paper [ Muilwijk and Van den Akker (2019b) ], where 

orrelations were developed to describe the bubble diameter d b 
nd (overall) gas hold-up as a function of the applied superficial 

iquid and gas velocities. Local gas fractions, bubble velocities and 

hord lengths for uniform gas sparging and liquid co-flow were re- 

orted in Part I for superficial gas velocities in the range 0.63-6.25 

m/s and liquid velocities up to 0.2 m/s. Since we found that Bub- 

le Image Velocimetry can only be applied for low to moderate 

oid fractions, we limit ourselves to show organized flow struc- 

ures at relatively low 〈 U sg 〉 , such that the assumption of a 2D flow

attern is plausible. 

Exploratory bubble streak line experiments were performed in 

rder to investigate the various types of flow patterns as a function 
3 
f 〈 U sl 〉 , and the degrees of a-symmetry λg and λl . Bubble streak- 

ines were captured (Jai Go 2400M camera, Kowa LMVZ166HC 16- 

4 mm varifocal lens) for various operating conditions using a fo- 

al length of ≈ 25 mm f /5.4 and an exposure time of 1 / 10 s and

hown in Figs. 2 , 8 . We found that the bubble velocities at a height

f ≈ 50 cm above the trailing edge of the splitter plate show 

ostly uni-directional flow behavior. Part I of this paper showed 

hat at the gas fraction and bubble velocities at x = ±15 cm are 

ery much representative for the bulk of the bubble column, where 

 is the horizontal coordinate, with x = 0 being the center of the 

olumn (see Fig. 1 b). So here, we kept the dual-tip optical fibre 

robes at a fixed position of y = 63 cm above the trailing edge of

he splitter plate (80 cm above the gas sparger level) and 5 cm 

rom the column side walls ( x = ±15 cm). The mean reason for 

easuring gas fractions, bubble velocities, and chord lengths at 

hese positions is that the bubbles move in a mostly vertical direc- 

ion, aligned with the optical fibre probes. Measuring the hydrody- 

amic parameters at these locations make the Optical Fibre Probe 

easurements most reliable. Measuring at lower elevations would 

iss substantial numbers of bubbles. Measurements with the OFPs 

ere taken for a duration of 300 s to obtain the mean gas frac- 

ion and its standard deviation over 30 second intervals as well 

s bubble velocity and chord length distributions. Series of bub- 

le velocity and chord length measurements where rejected when 

he pairing rate dropped below 25% as a result of the occurrence 

f down flowing bubbles. Mean bubble velocities are calculated as 

he gas fraction weighted mean bubble velocity, see Part I of this 

aper. 

A Bubble Image Velocimetry (BIV) technique, as explained in 

art I, was adopted to calculate bubble parcel velocities and to 

uantify global flow structures. For this part, images were captured 

f the bubble column for 10 s at a rate of 120 Hz and a spatial

esolution of ≈ 0.7 mm/pix. The size of an interrogation window 

as reduced to 32 ×32 pixels to obtain a higher spatial resolution 

o better capture high gradients in the high shear regions. Fig. 1 b 

hows a vector plot of the ( 5 / 120 s average) bubble parcel velocity 

s calculated using BIV for the case shown in Fig. 1 a. 

Contour plots of the parcel velocity magnitude, calculated ac- 

ording to: 

 v b | = 

√ 

v b,x 
2 + v b,y 

2 
(7) 

nd bubble traces were obtained by integrating the mean bub- 

le parcel velocities. The root-mean-square bubble velocity fluctu- 

tions were calculated according to: 

 

′ 
b = 

√ 

v ′ 2 
b,x 

+ v ′ 2 
b,y 

(8) 

here v ′ 
b,i 

is the instantaneous velocity fluctuation ( i = x, y ). 

. Uniform liquid co-flow at a-symmetric air sparging 

.1. The boundary layer between the two bubbly streams 

Fig. 2 shows the influence of a uniform liquid co-flow on 

he flow patterns inside the column. The middle column ( λg = 0 ) 

hows bubble streaks for uniform aeration with increasing liquid 

o-flow from the top to the bottom, where 〈 U sl 〉 = 0 m/s (top);

 U sl 〉 = 0 . 1 m/s (middle); and 〈 U sl 〉 = 0 . 2 m/s (bottom row). 

The left ( λg = −0 . 75 ) and right ( λg = 0 . 75 ) columns of Fig. 2 ,

ith their a-symmetric air sparging, show strong buoyancy driven 

ow structures at the side with the highest gas fraction (which 

hows up lighter). The developing boundary between the two bub- 

ly flows of different densities is clearly visible. In all three rows of 

ig. 2 , the flow fields for λg = −0 . 75 and λg = 0 . 75 are each other’s

eflection. 
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Fig. 2. Bubble streaklines for 〈 U sg 〉 = 1.17 cm/s. From left to right: varying the de- 

gree of a-symmetric gas sparging λg . From top to bottom: increasing liquid co-flow 

velocity (uniform). 〈 U sl 〉 = 0, 0.1 0.2 m/s. λl = 0 . 
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4 
In the absence of a liquid co-flow (top row), the liquid carried 

pwards in the buoyant plume returns on the other side, thereby 

reating highly unsteady recirculation vortices. The buoyant plume 

ccelerated with increasing height and deflected from the column 

all at a height of ≈ 1 m above the edge of the splitter plate, 

hereafter the plane shear layer disappeared by disintegrating into 

 3D chaotic turmoil. 

A liquid co-flow was found to organize the vortical structures, 

hereby preserving a quasi-2D shear layer. At a liquid co-flow of 

.1 m/s (middle row), a somewhat more organized vortex ap- 

eared higher in the column, while a recirculatory flow was not 

bserved for 〈 U sl 〉 = 0.2 m/s (bottom row). Also, the fluctuations of 

he boundary dampened with increasing liquid co-flow, while the 

angle of departure”, the development of the lateral position of the 

oundary, became smaller with increasing co-flow velocity. 

The cases with λg � = 0 all show unstable (wavy) interfaces be- 

ween the two bubbly flows. It seems that mainly in the absence of 

iquid co-flow K-H instabilities are able to grow into well-defined 

ollup vortices. Obviously, a (stronger) co-flow has a stabilizing ef- 

ect. It is known from single-phase K-H theory that a Richardson 

umber, denoting the ratio of a velocity difference squared and a 

ifference in specific weight between the parallel flows, governs 

he formation of K-H instabilities. The complex interplay between 

ow rates and (local) void fraction impedes a more detailed fore- 

ast of the occurrence of such vortices. 

.2. Global flow patterns 

Fig. 3 shows contour plots of the mean (10s) bubble velocity 

agnitude obtained by means of BIV. The (uniform) superficial liq- 

id velocity is 〈 U sl 〉 = 0 (top); 0.1 (middle); and 0.2 m/s (bottom

ows), while the degree of a-symmetric gas sparging is λg = -1 

left); λg = 0 (center); and λg = 1 (right). 

The middle columns show almost uniform bubble velocities 

 Figs. 3 b, 3 e and 3 h) and velocity fluctuations ( Figs. 4 b, 4 e and 4 h),

here the bubble velocities increase with increasing liquid co-flow 

elocity (top to bottom), while the velocity fluctuations decrease 

ith increasing 〈 U sl 〉 , which confirms the calming effect of a liquid

o-flow as shown in Part I. 

Some small gradients of | v b | are visible even when, without liq- 

id co-flow, the aeration rates left and right were set equal (see 

ig. 3 b). The bubbles from the left inlet accelerated slightly due to 

 very small inequality of the superficial gas flow rates at the left 

nd right side of the splitter plate (due to the accuracy rating of 

he Mass Flow Controllers and a slightly off-centered splitter plate 

 Muilwijk and Van den Akker (2019b) ]). A liquid co-flow then had 

n equalizing effect on the flow, see Figs. 4 b, 4 e and 4 h, and the

ow behavior is less sensitive to small variations in λg . 

The left and right columns in Figs. 3, 4 show velocity magnitude 

ontours and bubble traces ( Fig. 3 ) and velocity fluctuations ( Fig. 4 )

or unevenly sparged configurations ( λg = -1 for the left and 1 for 

he right columns respectively). 

In all 3 rows of Figs. 3 and 4 , the flow structures for λg = -1 and

 are very similar when mirrored in x = 0 . For all cases with un-

ven gas sparging, a buoyancy driven flow pattern emerged, where 

he bubbles migrated horizontally to the side with the highest gas 

raction and accelerated in vertical direction. Without liquid co- 

ow, see Figs. 3 a and 3 c, bubbles were moving downwards at the 

ide of the lowest gas fraction, indicating a strong liquid recircu- 

ation loop as a result of liquid entrainment in the buoyant plume 

nd mass conservation. 

With increasing liquid co-flow rates, bubbles migrated horizon- 

ally to a lesser extent, hence, the developing boundary remained 

ore centered in the column and a bubble recirculation loop did 

ot emerge in the field of view up to y = 1.2 m. 
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Fig. 3. Bubble traces and contours of the velocity magnitude, see Eq. (7) , with a 

uniform co-flow. From left to right: λg = -1, 0, 1; From top to bottom: 〈 U sl 〉 = 0, 0.1, 

0.2 m/s. 〈 U sg 〉 = 1.25 cm/s. 

Fig. 4. Contour plots of the root-mean-square velocity fluctuations as calculated ac- 

cording to Eq. (8) . λg = -1, 0, 1; From top to bottom: 〈 U sl 〉 = 0, 0.1, 0.2 m/s. 〈 U sg 〉 = 

1.25 cm/s. 

5 
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Fig. 5. Parcel velocity profiles obtained by BIV measurements at y = 63 cm for various λg . From left to right: increasing liquid co-flow velocity (uniform; λl = 0 ). The dashed 

lines at x = ±0 . 15 m denote the OFP locations. The velocity profiles in (a) are extracted from Figs. 3 a- 3 c; those in (b) from Figs. 3 d- 3 f; and those in (c) from Figs. 3 g- 3 i for 

λg = −1 , 0 , 1 respectively. 
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The organizing effect of a liquid co-flow on the flow pattern 

s evident from the velocity fluctuation contours shown in Fig. 4 . 

ithout liquid co-flow and non-uniform gas sparging, ( Figs. 4 a and 

 c), very strong fluctuations were found in the top corners of the 

olumn. As the velocity gradients increased with height, the bub- 

le plume detached from the column wall at y ≈ 1 m, and the 2-D 

lane shear layer disintegrated into chaotic 3-D swirling structures. 

imilar behavior was observed by Alméras et al. (2018) , where an 

nhomogeneously sparged rectangular bubble column was oper- 

ted in a regime with a planar (2D) recirculation vortex at small 

as volume fraction differences: �α/ 〈 α〉 < 0 . 4 . 

A uniform liquid co-flow controlled the development of the 

oundary, organized the flow patterns and a 2-D plane shear layer 

as preserved. Due to the high gradients of α at the boundary, 

ome organized vortex-roll up occurred between the high and low 

layer (see right column of Fig. 2 ), which explains the developing 

ontours (width and intensity) of the velocity fluctuations at the 

ocation of the boundary. 

.3. Parcel velocity profiles 

Fig. 5 shows velocity profiles of the mean vertical parcel ve- 

ocities ( y −direction), as measured by BIV over a 10 s interval, 

t a height of y = 63 cm above the trailing edge of the splitter

late. The uniform liquid co-flow velocity 〈 U sl 〉 was fixed at 0.0 m/s

a), 0.1 m/s (b), and 0.2 m/s (c), while the degree of a-symmetric 

parging λg was varied in the range -1...1 (see legend), with λg = 0 

ndicating equal superficial gas flow rates at the left and right inlet. 

he smooth curves in Fig. 5 illustrate that the image correlation al- 
6 
orithm for calculating parcel velocities, which is described in Part 

, works rather well. 

For λg < 0 (� , U sg,L > U sg,R ) , a plume of high bubble velocities

eveloped at the left hand side of the column. A buoyancy driven 

cceleration occurs of the bubbly stream that has initially a higher 

as fraction at the left inlet. When λg > 0 (� , U sg,L < U sg,R ) , this

uoyancy driven bubble plume developed at the right hand side 

f the column. 

In cases with 〈 U sl 〉 = 0 m/s, see Fig. 5 a, a global liquid circu-

ation was established due to the absence of a net liquid through 

ow. This rather unsteady vortex dragged down bubbles at the side 

f the lowest U sg , see also the top left and right bubble streaks in

ig. 2 . Due to the wandering behaviour of the bubble plume, vor- 

ices were generated at the free interface that traveled down the 

olumn. Low frequency flow instabilities caused this 2D flow pat- 

ern to disintegrate into a chaotic turmoil at some 1 meter above 

he trailing edge of the splitter plate, see also the contour plots 

n Figs. 4 a and 4 c. Therefore, it should be noted that the velocity

rofiles are a 10 s average and different velocity profiles may be 

easured for different time intervals and further study is required 

o study the dynamics of the column. 

With increasing 〈 U sl 〉 , see Figs. 5 b and 5 c, the development

f a liquid recirculation loop was inhibited due to advection of 

ubbles. Liquid co-flow had a stabilizing and organizing effect on 

he flow patterns and low frequency instabilities for cases with 

 U sl 〉 = 0 m/s were removed. For the highest 〈 U sl 〉 setting ( 5 (c)),

lmost flat velocity profiles were measured at both sides (left, 

ight) of the boundaries where velocity gradients occurred. As the 

ubbly stream with the highest/lowest initial gas fraction acceler- 
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Fig. 6. The void fraction α at x = ±15 cm and y = 63 cm as a function of the degree of asymmetry λg . 〈 U sg 〉 = 1.25 cm/s. (a) 〈 U sl 〉 = 0 m/s; (b) 〈 U sl 〉 = 0.1 m/s; and (c) 〈 U sl 〉 = 0.2 

m/s. The error bars indicate the standard deviation over 30 s intervals. 

Fig. 7. c at x = ±15 cm and y = 63 cm as a function of the degree of asymmetry λg . 〈 U sg 〉 = 1.25 cm/s. (a) 〈 U sl 〉 = 0 m/s; (b) 〈 U sl 〉 = 0.1 m/s; and (c) 〈 U sl 〉 = 0.2 m/s. The error 

bars indicate the standard deviation of the chord length distributions. See also legend of Fig. 6 . 
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ted/decelerated with the flow direction respectively, the velocity 

ifference between the left and right plateau increased, see also 

igs. 3 g and 3 i. With increasing/decreasing λg , departing from 0, 

he boundary layers drifted more to the right/left side respectively, 

hile thickness of the boundary decreased with | λg | . 
In the ideal case of symmetric gas sparging, a flat bubble ve- 

ocity profile is expected. Due to slight inaccuracies of the Mass 

low Controllers, the left side of the column received a higher gas 

ux at λg = 0 . The development of the bubble velocity profiles was 

ound to be highly sensitive to slight changes in λg in the absence 

f a liquid co-flow, see • in Fig. 5 a. This effect is largely reduced in

he effect of a liquid co-flow velocity, see Figs. 5 b and 5 c. 

The dashed lines at x = ±0 . 15 m indicate the locations (at 

 = 63 cm) of the optical fibre probes. The results thereof are dis- 
ussed below. s

7 
.4. Local flow measurements 

.4.1. Gas fraction 

Fig. 6 shows the development of the gas fraction α at y = 63 

m and x = −15 cm and x = 15 cm as a function of the degree of

-symmetric gas sparging λg for (a) 〈 U sl 〉 = 0 (open markers); (b) 

 U sl 〉 = 0.1 (grey markers); and (c) 〈 U sl 〉 = 0.2 m/s (black markers).

or each λg , the measurement at x = −15 ( � ) and x = +15 cm ( � )

ere taken simultaneously for a duration of 300 s. 

The highest gas fraction was obtained at the side with the high- 

st superficial gas velocity; on the left side when λg < 0 and on 

he right side when λg > 0 . The markers on the left (at λg = −1 ),

orrespond to the cases shown in the left column of Figs. 3, 4 ,

hereas the markers on the right ( λg = 1 ) resemble the cases as 

hown in the right columns of Figs. 3, 4 . Therefore, the evolution 
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Fig. 8. Bubble streaklines for 〈 U sg 〉 = 1.17 cm/s and 〈 U sl 〉 = 0.1 m/s. From left to 

right: varying the degree of a-symmetric gas sparging λg . From top to bottom: in- 

creasing degree of a-symmetric liquid co-flow, λl = -0.5, -1, -2 (high liquid co-flow 

at the left inlet). 
f α (at the measurement locations) with respect to λg is almost 

ymmetric in λg = 0 . 

For 〈 U sl 〉 = 0 (open markers), the line of symmetry (where the 

as fractions at x = -15, �, and x = +15 cm, �, are equal), is found

lightly right of λg = 0 . This agrees well with our earlier obser- 

ation that the calibration of the mass flow controllers is slightly 

ifferent (yet still within the specifications), as symmetry was ob- 

ained when λg ≈0.02. A liquid co-flow then mitigated the ef- 

ect of a slight imbalance between both superficial gas velocities 

Left/Right) as the curves for 〈 U sl 〉 = 0.1 and 0.2 m/s seem to be

ery symmetric around λg = 0 . 

For 〈 U sl 〉 = 0 . 2 m/s (black markers), the two gas fractions vary

lmost linearly with λg in the whole range λg = −1 ... 1 , whereas 

or 〈 U sl 〉 = 0 m/s, α was very sensitive to λg in the range -0.3...0.3,

ollowed by a plateau for | λg | > 0.4. As the width of the bubble

lume decreases with increasing λg and y, the (average) boundary 

urpasses x = ±15 cm (see Fig. 3 a, 3 c), such that the optical probes

t the high U sg side also encountered bubbles originated at the low 

 sg side. Hence, the gas fraction as a function of λg leveled off at 

igh | λg | as the void fraction maximum emerged closer to the col- 

mn side walls. 

Without liquid co-flow, see Fig. 6 a, a steep gradient of α with 

espect to λg was found close to λg = 0 , indicating that the over- 

ll flow behavior is very sensitive to small differences of the su- 

erficial gas velocities between the left and right inlet and strong 

uoyancy driven flow structures emerged. With liquid co-flow, see 

igs. 6 b, 6 c, the steep gradient close to λg = 0 disappears as the

ow stabilizes and aligns more vertically. 

.4.2. Bubble velocities 

The detailed velocity data of individual bubbles are presented 

eparately in the Appendix as they may be useful for validation of 

FD simulations. A.1 shows a comparison between vertical parcel 

elocities v b,y and bubble velocities measured by the OFPs. 

.4.3. Bubble chord lengths 

Fig. 7 shows the mean chord length c at x = ±15 cm and y = 63

m as a function of the degree of a-symmetric gas sparging λg for 

he same cases as outlined in Fig. 6 . Bubbles were formed sepa- 

ately (one-by-one) and, for each of the inlets (L,R), a very uniform 

ubble size can be assumed for cases with a low U sg such as stud-

ed in this paper (see Muilwijk and Van den Akker (2019b) ). 

As, however, the bubble size formed in each of the inlet sec- 

ions (L,R) depends on the applied U sg and U sl , an overall bi-modal 

ubble size distribution was created when | λg | > 0 , where the 

arger bubbles were formed in the stream with the highest U sg . 

Mean bubble chord lengths were measured in the range 1.9- 

.4 mm for 〈 U sl 〉 = 0 . 1 − 0 . 2 m/s, where the difference of c be-

ween x = -15 and x = 15 cm decreased with increasing 〈 U sl 〉 . For

 U sl 〉 = 0 m/s, no data could be obtained when the bubble veloc-

ties were not upwards or not vertically aligned with the probes. 

ubble chord lengths were found in the range 2.1-2.6 mm for the 

ide with the highest aeration rate ( x = −15 cm when λg < 0 and

nd x = 15 cm when λg > 0 ). 

The width of the chord length distribution for this set of exper- 

ments was found to be almost independent of λg and decreasing 

ith 〈 U sl 〉 . 

. Non-uniform liquid co-flow at a-symmetric air sparging 

.1. The boundary layer between the two bubbly streams 

Fig. 8 shows, in addition to the effect of a-symmetic gas sparg- 

ng as in Fig. 2 , also the influence of an a-symmetric liquid co-flow 

n the flow patterns inside the column. 
8 
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Fig. 9. Photographs of a vortex roll-up phenomenon. The time between each frame is 0.5 s. See Supplementary Material online for the embedded video. U sg,L = 0.81 cm/s; 

U sg,R = 1.69 cm/s; λg = 0.7; U sl,L = 0.2 m/s; U sl,R = 0 m/s; λl = -2; 
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The middle column ( λg = 0 ) shows bubble streaks for uni- 

orm aeration. While the mean liquid co-flow velocity 〈 U sl 〉 , see 

q. (2) was kept at 0.1 m/s, the difference of liquid co-flow be- 

ween the left and right inlet increases from the top to the bot- 

om row of Fig. 8 . The degree of a-symmetry for the liquid co-flow

 λl ) was varied between -0.5 (top); -1 (middle); and -2 (bottom 

ow), with the left side inlet having the highest liquid co-flow ve- 

ocity and �U sl < 0 , see Eq. (4) . Therefore, all λl values are neg-

tive in the presented configurations. For the bottom case, where 

l = −2 , there was no liquid flow at the right inlet ( U sl,R = 0), while

 sl,L = 0 . 2 m/s. As the bubbly flow on the left has the lowest gas

raction (due to the higher U sl ), the boundary develops to the right 

ide due to the buoyancy driven acceleration of the stream with 

he highest gas fraction. 

For the left column, where λg = −0 . 75 (high gas flow left), the

oundary evolved to the center (from the top case to the bottom 

ase) as the gas fraction difference decreased from the top row to 

he bottom row of the figure, hence, less-to-none buoyancy-driven 

ow patterns were caused for λg = −0 . 75 and λl = −2 at 〈 U sl 〉 =
 . 1 m/s. 

Very unstable boundaries were observed for the cases shown 

n the right column of Fig. 8 , where the highest gas fraction is at

he low liquid velocity side. The boundary consistently gravitated 

owards the side with the highest gas fraction and significantly 

arger angles of departure were observed compared to the other 

ases shown in Figs. 2, 8 . A Kelvin-Helmolz type of flow instability 

eemed to occur only in extreme cases and a clear visible vortex 

oll-up was visible in the bubble streaks for λg = 0.75 and λl = -2. 

Fig. 9 shows photographs ( 1 / 400 s) of the bubble column for 

 which a repeating vortex roll-up flow pattern was observed 

 〈 U sg 〉 = 1.25 cm/s; λg = 0.70; 〈 U sl 〉 = 0.1 m/s; and λl = -2). The time

etween each photograph is 0.5 s. As evident from the bubble 

treaks shown in Fig. 8 , this large vortex roll-up only occurs for 

ery specific conditions. The frequency of vortex formation and 
9 
ovement of the vortex core is clearly visible and the period is 

stimated at ≈1.5 s. Exploratory experiments reveal that this fre- 

uency depends on λg and λl , but more experiments are required 

or extended periods of time to obtain a sufficient resolution in the 

requency domain (when calculating a fast Fourier Transform of 

he boundary location or bubble density at a monitoring location). 

s the bubble detection frequency by the OFPs is low compared 

o the frequency of the oscillation as visualized in Fig. 9 , (spectral) 

nalysis of the phase indicator function or bubble velocity did not 

et yield meaningful results. 

An advanced image analysis technique (boundary detection or 

pectral analysis of the local bubble density) may be useful to con- 

truct a regime map of operating conditions for which this type of 

rganized periodic flow behavior emerges. 

.2. Global flow patterns 

Fig. 10 shows contours of the mean bubble velocity magnitude 

nd bubble traces for λg = -1,0,1 (from left to right) and λl = -1 

top) and -2 (bottom), whereas Fig. 11 shows contours of the fluc- 

uating velocity in a similar arrangement. The mean superficial liq- 

id velocity 〈 U sl 〉 = 0 . 1 m/s. Hence, the conditions are comparable

o those of which the bubble streaks are given in the second and 

hird row of Fig. 8 . Figs. 12 , and 13 are similar to Figs. 10 and 11 ,

ut for 〈 U sl 〉 = 0 . 2 m/s. 

Due to the difference of the liquid co-flow velocity between 

oth inlets (the left inlet having the highest U sl for all cases 

hown), flow patterns corresponding to λg = -1 and 1 are no 

onger symmetric. 

For all cases, the fluid at the side of the highest gas fraction 

appears lighter in Fig. 8 ) accelerated while entraining fluid from 

he trans-boundary side. If the liquid co-flow velocity was then in- 

ufficiently high, global bubble recirculation vortices appeared as 

resented in the top regions (blue) of Figs. 11 a, 11 c and 11 d, while
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Fig. 10. Bubble traces and velocity magnitude contours. 〈 U sg 〉 = 1.25 cm/s; from left 

to right: more gas flow left ( λg = −1 ), even distribution ( λg = 0 ), more gas flow 

right ( λg = 1 ). 〈 U sl 〉 = 0.1 m/s; upper row: more liquid co-flow left ( λl = −1 ); lower 

row: all liquid co-flow left ( λl = −2 ); see Figs. 3 d- 3 f for uniform co-flow ( λl = 0 ). 
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Fig. 11. Contour plots of the RMS velocity. 〈 U sg 〉 = 1.25 cm/s; from left to right: more 

gas flow left ( λg = −1 ), even distribution ( λg = 0 ), more gas flow right ( λg = 1 ). 

〈 U sl 〉 = 0.1 m/s; upper row: more liquid co-flow left ( λl = −1 ); lower row: all liq- 

uid co-flow left ( λl = −2 ); see Figs. 4 d- 4 f for uniform co-flow ( λl = 0 ). 
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o downward moving bubbles were observed when 〈 U sl 〉 = 0 . 2 m/s

 Fig. 12 ). As noticeable from the structures in the contours of the 

elocity fluctuations, Figs. 11, 13 , a liquid co-flow has an organizing 

ffect on the flow pattern. As a liquid co-flow strongly contributed 

o the momentum flux, emerging buoyancy driven flow structures 

ere more organized, and a 2D flow behavior was sustained for a 

ider range of λg and stream wise locations y . 

We observed vortex roll-up for various conditions at dif- 

erent positions and at different scales. De Tournemine and 

oig (2010) (half-sparged configuration) reported oscillating 

oundaries when bubbles were injected at the high liquid velocity 

ide at the inlet ( λg λl > 0 ). This agrees well with our experiments

epicted in Figs. 12 a and 13 a (where vortex roll-up occurred at the

oundary), but to a lesser extent in Figs. 10 a and 11 a where the

iquid co-flow velocity was lower. In the latter case, a global flow 

attern emerged due to a larger influence of buoyancy difference 
10 
riven flow pattern. At the opposite end of the spectrum when 

g λl < 0 , (higher U sg at the low U sl side as in Fig. 8 for λg = 0 . 75

nd λl = −2 , Figs. 10 f and 12 f), also unstable boundaries were ob-

erved. Large buoyancy driven vortex roll-up structures (of a size 

ignificantly larger than 10 × the bubble diameter) were created as 

hown in Fig. 9 (see also Supplementary Material online), whereas 

e Tournemine and Roig (2010) reported steady boundaries in this 

perating regime. This may be due to the lower U sl and higher α
nd larger bubbles in our case, which may trigger flow instabilities. 

In specific cases, when the void fraction of both the left and 

ight stream were (exactly) equal, no buoyancy driven flow struc- 

ures were formed and a mixing layer type of flow pattern was 

hen observed. Fig. 12 d shows a case where there is almost no 

uoyancy driven global flow pattern. While the boundary was 

ardly detectable (no void fraction difference, which behavior is 

imilar to the case shown in Fig. 8 for λg = −0 . 75 and λl = −2 ),
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Fig. 12. Bubble traces and velocity magnitude contours. 〈 U sg 〉 = 1.25 cm/s; from left 

to right: more gas flow left ( λg = −1 ), even distribution ( λg = 0 ), more gas flow 

right ( λg = 1 ). 〈 U sl 〉 = 0.2 m/s; upper row: more liquid co-flow left ( λl = −1 ); lower 

row: all liquid co-flow left ( λl = −2 ); see Figs. 3 g-i for uniform co-flow ( λl = 0 ). See 

Supplementary Material online for the videos of (d) and (f). 
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Fig. 13. Contour plots of the RMS velocity. 〈 U sg 〉 = 1.25 cm/s; from left to right: 

more gas flow left ( λg = −1 ), even distribution ( λg = 0 ), more gas flow right ( λg = 

1 ). 〈 U sl 〉 = 0.2 m/s; upper row: more liquid co-flow left ( λl = −1 ); lower row: all 

liquid co-flow left ( λl = −2 ); see Fig. 4 g-i for uniform co-flow ( λl = 0 ). 
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ubble velocities were very much unidirectional (by inspection of 

ubble streaks), and the boundary location remained centered (see 

lso the Supplementary Material online for the video of this case). 

lso, the initial velocities of the left and right inlets, were pre- 

erved for a large range of y (almost no color gradient in ver- 

ical direction in the vicinity of the left and right column wall). 

he contours of the corresponding velocity fluctuations ( Fig. 13 d) 

how a very symmetric growth pattern around x = 0 , which indi- 

ates that the width of the shear layer increased with height and 

eveloped aligned with the splitter plate and a mixing-layer type 

f flow pattern (see Brown and Roshko (1974) ) was recovered. As 

uoyancy differences were (almost) absent, a liquid-shear driven 

ortex roll-ups occurred in the center of the bubble column for 

his specific case, which was found to have smaller structures than 

he buoyancy-driven vortex roll-up structures. 
11 
.3. Parcel velocity profiles 

Fig. 14 shows velocity profiles of the mean vertical parcel ve- 

ocities (y-direction), as measured by BIV, at a height of y = 63 

m above the trailing edge of the splitter plate. The uniform liq- 

id co-flow velocity 〈 U sl 〉 was fixed at 0.2 m/s and the degree of a-

ymmetric sparging λg was varied in the range -1...1 (see legend). 

he effect of a-symmetric liquid co-flow is shown in Figs. 14 a and 

4 b for λl equal to -1 and -2, respectively. The latter case repre- 

ents the case of no liquid co-flow at the right inlet and a superfi- 

ial liquid velocity of 2 〈 U sl 〉 = 0 . 4 m/s for the left inlet. 

The reader is referred back to Fig. 5 c for λl = 0 for 〈 U sl 〉 = 0 . 2

/s. While the velocity profiles Fig. 5 c show symmetric behavior 

round x = 0 m for the various λg conditions, velocity profiles in 

ig. 14 are no longer symmetric around x = 0 cm, nor λg = 0 due

o the a-symmetric liquid co-flow. 
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Fig. 14. Bubble parcel velocity profiles obtained by BIV measurements at y = 63 cm for various λg . 〈 U sl 〉 = 0 . 2 m/s. From left to right: increasing asymmetry of the liquid 

co-flow, λl . The dashed lines at x = ±0 . 15 m denote the OFP locations. The velocity profiles in (a) are extracted from Figs. 12 a- 12 c, and the velocity profiles in (b) are 

extracted from Figs. 12 d- 12 f for λg = −1 , 0 , 1 respectively. 
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As U sl,L > U sl,R , the gas fraction of the bubbly stream originating 

rom the left inlet became lower than that from the right inlet for 

he majority of the cases. Therefore, due to the gas fraction differ- 

nces, the bubbly stream from the right inlet accelerated and the 

tream from the left inlet, with an initially higher velocity at y = 0 

ecelerated, see Figs. 10 b, 10 c, 10 e, 10 f and Figs. 12 b, 12 c, 12 d, 12 e,

2 f. 

For some cases, the region with highest bubble velocities re- 

ained at the left side. This occurred for λg ≤ −0 . 3 when λl = −1

a) or for λg < −0 . 7 when λl = −2 (b). When the reducing effect of

he liquid co-flow on the gas fraction was (over)compensated by a 

ufficiently high superficial gas velocity ( U sg,L >> U sg,R ), the result- 

ng gas fraction of the stream from the left inlet was higher than 

hat of the right inlet. This resulted then in a buoyancy driven ac- 

eleration of the stream coming from the left inlet. 

Around the tipping points, λg ≈ −0 . 3 for λl = −1 and especially 

g ≈ −0 . 7 for λl = −2 , the measured velocity profiles appear very 

ensitive towards changes in λg . For high (positive) λg , when the 

nitial gas fraction contrast is high, velocity profiles are becoming 

ess dependent on variations of λg . For those cases, the bubbly 

tream from the right inlet accelerated in a very strong manner, 

hile being pushed even more to the right side due to the high(er) 

o-flow velocity at the left side. This resulted, partly due the near 

icinity of the column right wall, in strong velocity and gas frac- 

ion gradients, leading to vortex roll-up behavior as illustrated in 

ig. 9 . 

.4. Local flow measurements 

.4.1. Gas fraction 

Fig. 15 shows the development of α at x = ±15 cm and y = 63

m as a function of λg for λl = 0 (white markers), -1 (grey mark- 
12 
rs) and -2 (black markers) and for (a) 〈 U sl 〉 = 0 . 1 and (b) 0.2 m/s.

or the sake of comparison, the white markers in Fig. 15 a and 15 b

how the same results as the grey and black markers in Fig. 6 re-

pectively. The triangles pointing right ( � ) denote measurements 

aken at x = 15 cm, while the left pointing triangles ( � ) represent

easurements taken at x = −15 cm. 

While the open markers λl = 0 exhibit a symmetric pattern 

round λg = 0 , where the highest gas fraction was measured at 

he side of the highest aeration rate (left if λg < 0 and vice versa),

ymmetry around λg = 0 was lost for λl � = 0 . In extreme cases, for

 U sl 〉 = 0 . 2 , λl = −2 and λg ≥ 0 , see Fig. 15 b and Figs. 12 e, 12 f,

he boundary drifted to the right side in a very strong manner. 

s the width of the bubble plume became less than or equal to 

 cm, the OFP at x = 15 cm was no longer located solely in the

ubble swarm originating from the right inlet, but in the centre 

f the highly unstable boundary, (where vortex roll-up occurred, 

ee Figs. 13 e, 13 f). As the bubble plume became thinner with de- 

reasing λl and increasing λg , the probe at x = 15 cm increasingly 

welled in the trans-boundary side (the bubble swarm originating 

rom the left inlet with a low gas fraction), hence, the gas fraction 

easured at x = 15 cm (black triangles) no longer increased with 

ncreasing λg . 

Due to an uneven liquid co-flow, the highest gas fraction was 

ot necessarily found at the side of the highest aeration rate. 

 co-flow affects the (overall) gas fraction according to a corre- 

ation developed in our previous paper [ Muilwijk and Van den 

kker (2019b) ] and validated in Part I: 

= 

U sg 

U sg + U sl + ξU t 
(9) 

ith U t the terminal rise velocity of an isolated bubble ( ≈ 24 cm/s) 

nd ξ ≈ 0.82. An initial ( y = 0 ) gas fraction difference was thus 
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Fig. 15. α as a function of the degree of asymmetry λg at x = ±15 cm and y = 63 cm for λl = 0 (from Fig. 6 ),-1 and -2. 〈 U sg 〉 = 1.25 cm/s. The circles show the interpolated 

operating condition for which αx = −15 = αx =15 . The error bars denote the standard deviations based on 30 s intervals. 
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(  
reated for most cases when λg � = 0 ( U sg,L � = U sg,R ) and/or λl � = 0

 U sl,L � = U sl,R ), thereby inducing a competition between buoyancy 

riven and advection governed flow structures. 

A high liquid co-flow (left) resulted in an initially fast rising 

ubble swarm (also left), which then, dependent on the initial gas 

ractions of both streams, might accelerate ( Figs. 10 a, 10 d and 12 a

r decelerate ( Figs. 10 b, 10 c, 10 e, 10 f and Figs. 12 b, 12 c, 12 e, 12 f

fter the trailing edge of the splitter plate. In the latter cases, with 

 uniform aeration ( Figs. 10 b, 10 e, and Figs. 12 b, 12 e. and with a

igher U sg,R ( Figs. 10 c, 10 f, and Figs. 12 c, 12 f, a strong liquid co-flow

riginating from the left inlet (with a lower gas fraction) broad- 

ned and decelerated. This was due to entrainment of liquid into 

he bubbly flow rising from the right inlet, leaving just a narrow 

one with a higher gas fraction at the far right. Under specific cir- 

umstances (see Fig. 12 d and black markers in Fig. 15 b at λg = −1 )

ll bubbles rise more or less rectilinear because the gas fractions 

eft and right are more or less equal. 

By invoking Eq. (9) , along with Eqs. (5) and (6) for λg and λl ,

espectively, the condition 

L = αR (10) 

an be converted into 

g = λl 

1 

1 + ξ U t 〈 U sl 〉 
(11) 

howing how for a specific value of 〈 U sl 〉 non-uniformities in aer- 

tion rate and liquid co-flow may neutralize each other and result 

n a quasi-uniform flow behavior. 

As Part I of this twin paper showed that α developed with re- 

pect to the height in the column (for uniform gas sparging), it 

annot be assumed that Eqs. (10) - (11) , with ξ = 0 . 82 , work prop-

rly to estimate operating conditions for which the gas fractions 

or the left and right inlets at gas sparger level are equal. In our 

xperiments, we only measured gas fractions at two positions at 

 = 63 cm, see again Fig. 15 . Rather than requiring the condition
r

13 
f Eq. (10) to be imposed at the level of the sparger, we now ap-

ly this condition to the two measuring positions at y = 63 cm. 

herefore, operating conditions for which αx = −15 (� ) = αx =15 (� ) are 

nterpolated and indicated as circles in Figs. 15 a and 15 b. It is then

ssumed that if αx = −15 = αx =15 , there is also no gas fraction dif- 

erence at the inlet ( y = 0 ), and buoyancy driven flow patterns will

ot develop. 

Fitting of the interpolated values of λg to Eq. (11) yields ξ = 

 . 05 ± 0 . 02 , and Eq. (10) with ξ = 1 . 05 may be used to describe

he gas fraction at inlet conditions. As a higher value of ξ results in 

 lower estimated gas fraction, this agrees well with the findings 

f Part I of this paper, where lower gas fractions were found at 

 height of 40 cm above the sparger as compared to 80 cm (the 

parger is located at y = −17 cm). This can be explained due to a

esser degree of swarming behavior in the vicinity of the sparger as 

he array of bubble trains (of uniform, separately formed bubbles) 

as developing in the vicinity of the sparger and did not mix up to 

 height of at least 5 cm above the needle outlets (dependent on 

 sg and U sl ). More experiments are required to study a-symmetric 

perating conditions for which the (initial) gas fractions at both 

nlets are exactly equal. 

.4.2. Bubble velocities 

Locally measured bubble velocities in the presence of an a- 

ymmetric liquid co-flow are presented separately in A.2 and com- 

ared with vertical (swarm) velocity components obtained via BIV. 

.4.3. Bubble chord lengths 

Fig. 16 shows the mean chord lengths c at x = ±15 cm and 

 = 63 cm as a function of λg and λl = 0, -1, -2 for (a) 〈 U sl 〉 = 0.1

/s; and (b) 〈 U sl 〉 = 0.2 m/s. The white markers in Figs. 16 a and 16 b

how bubble chord lengths obtained with a uniform liquid co-flow 

 λl = 0 ) as shown by the grey and black markers in Figs. 7 b and 7 c

espectively. 
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Fig. 16. c as a function of the degree of asymmetry λg at x = ±15 cm and y = 63 cm for λl = 0, -1 and -2. 〈 U sg 〉 = 1.25 cm/s. The circular markers show the predicted chord 

lengths for operating conditions where d b,L = d b,R , see Eq. (12) . 
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The largest bubbles were formed at the inlet with highest U sg 

nd lowest U sl . Hence, the development of c shows a similar trend 

s the development of α shown in Fig. 15 . 

Operating conditions were predicted for which 

 b,L = d b,R (12) 

here d b = f (U sg , U sl ) was developed in our previous paper 

 Muilwijk and Van den Akker (2019b) ]: 

d b 
d n 

= 

[
0 . 093 

U l 

U g,n 
+ 

((
6 . 18 

Bo 

)
+ 1 . 26 F r 3 / 5 

)−1 
]− 1 

3 

(13) 

here, 

o = 

ρw 

gd 2 n 

σ
≈ 0 . 32 (14) 

 r = 

U 

2 
g,n 

gd n 
(15) 

 g,n is the linear needle gas velocity, 4 Q g,n / (πd 2 n ) , d n the needle

iameter ( � 1.55 mm) and U l the liquid co-flow velocity. 

The values of d b at the left and right inlet were calculated us- 

ng the sectional (inlet) values for U sg and U sl , and U sg is corrected 

or the hydrostatic pressure at gas sparger level (as a function of 

he overall gas hold-up). Operating conditions in terms of λg , for 

hich Eq. (12) is satisfied, were calculated for 〈 U sg 〉 = 1 . 25 cm/s,

 U sl 〉 = 0 . 1 and 0.2 m/s and λl = −1 , −2 . These bubble diameters

an be converted into chord lengths by taking a bubble shape fac- 

or of 0.50 (see Eqs. (5)-(6) of Part I). These chord lengths have 

een inserted into Figs. 16 a and 16 b as circular markers for the

arious λg values. The chord lengths calculated from Eqs. (12) and 

13) agree rather well with the intersection points ( λg values in 

igs. 16 a and 16 b of the dotted lines through the experimental 

ata. 
14 
Most calculated chord lengths, at the intersection points, were 

lightly smaller than the measured chord lengths. This can be ex- 

lained by (1) the aspect ratio of 0.50 may be too small; (2) some 

ncertainty of d b as predicted by Eq. (13) ; and (3) the bubble 

robes may be biased to larger chord lengths as bubbles pierced 

t the edge of a bubble are more likely to suffer from drifting. 

.5. The apotheosis: An operating map 

Fig. 17 summarizes the operating conditions of the experiments 

ith an a-symmetric liquid co-flow as presented in this Section 4 . 

he horizontal axis shows the superficial gas velocity and the ver- 

ical axis denotes the superficial liquid velocity. A triangle pointing 

eft � denotes the sectional inlet conditions of the left inlet, and 

 triangle pointing right � stands for the inlet conditions of the 

ight inlet. The grey triangles show the experiments with λl = −1 , 

hereas the black triangles denote the experiments with λl = −2 . 

 thin gray/black line, hereafter operating line, connects the oper- 

ting conditions of the left and right inlet for each experimental 

onfiguration. As all experiments were carried out at 〈 U sg 〉 = 1.25 

m/s, the operating lines cross the operating points (〈 U sg 〉; 〈 U sl 〉 ) .
he two sets of radial spokes at (1.25;0.1) and (1.25;0.2) show the 

road range of operating conditions and configurations we pre- 

ented in this paper. Note that the operating points for the right 

nlet ( � ) for 〈 U sl 〉 = 0.1 and 〈 U sl 〉 = 0.2 m/s coincide at U sl = 0

s U sl,R = 0 when λl = −2 . The operating conditions for λl = 0 (see

ec. 3 ) are omitted for clarity, as the operating lines would form 

orizontal lines in the range U sg = 0 . 63 ... 1 . 88 cm/s through the op-

rating points (〈 U sg 〉; 〈 U sl 〉 ) = {(1.25,0); (1.25,0.1); and (1.25,0.2)}. 

The gas fractions at the inlet, as a function of the sectional (left 

r right) U sg and U sl are calculated according Eq. (9) with ξ = 1 . 05 .

he iso-contours of the gas fraction at the inlet is shown by black 

olid (each interval of 1%) and dashed lines (each interval of 0.25%) 

nd annotated outside the contour in Fig. 17 . When an operating 

ine is in parallel with the (solid/dashed black) contour lines for 
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Fig. 17. Operating map as a function of the sectional U sg and U sl . Contour plot of d b according to the correlation proposed in Muilwijk and Van den Akker (2019b) . Dashed 

white contours are drawn at an interval of 0.2 mm. The black contours show conditions for which αL = αR and the numbers denote the gas fraction at the inlet calculated 

according to Eq. (9) with ξ = 1 . 06 . Dashed black lines are drawn at each 0.25% interval. Grey markers: λl = −1 ; black markers: λl = −2 . The thin solid grey/black lines 

connect the operating conditions of the left inlet ( � ) to the operating conditions of the right inlet ( � ) for each setting λg , λl , and 〈 U sl 〉 . 
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he void fraction, the void fraction of the left and right inlet is bal-

nced and Eq. (10) is satisfied. For these cases, no buoyancy driven 

ow structures emerged and ”bubbly mixing layer” conditions can 

e predicted. On the contrary, when the operating lines lines are 

ather skew, or even more or less normal, to the isocontours of 

L,R , large contrasts of α were imposed at the trailing edge of the 

plitter plate and the flow patterns were governed by buoyancy 

ifferences. 

The colored contour map, with the white dotted isocontours, 

hows the bubble size as a function of the sectional U sg and U sl , see

q. (13) . Similarly, when the operating line is parallel to the isocon- 

ours of d b , bubbles from the left and right inlet are formed with

n equal equivalent diameter (but at a different formation rate). 

he conditions for which c x = −15 = c x =15 (then assuming d b,x = −15 = 

 b,x =15 ) do not necessarily coincide with the conditions for which 

x = −15 = αx =15 . Therefore, regimes in Fig. 17 can be identified for 

hich the isocontours of d b,L,R and αL,R are (almost) parallel and 

perating conditions can be predicted for which a bubbly mix- 

ng layer pattern occurs (without buoyancy difference driven flow 
15 
tructures). The lines connecting the points (1.88;0.4) and (0.63;0) 

or the case 〈 U sg 〉 = 1 . 25 m/s; 〈 U sl 〉 = 0 . 2 m/s; λg = −1 ; λl = −2 ,

re very parallel to both the isocontours of d b and αL,R and the 

ow patterns in these cases approximated a bubbly mixing config- 

ration, see Fig. 12 d. 

Fig. 17 offers an excellent starting-point for (transient) CFD two- 

uid simulations of bubbly flows with the view to validate the 

odels for phase interaction forces, two-phase flow turbulence 

nd lateral bubble dispersion (the latter particularly due to differ- 

nces in bubble velocities). First of all, Fig. 17 presents data for gas 

raction and bubble size as functions of superficial gas and liquid 

elocities under various a-symmetric aeration and (non-)uniform 

iquid co-flow conditions. An interesting option would be to simu- 

ate various cases on e.g. the line connecting the points (1.88;0.4) 

nd (0.63;0), to see whether such simulations would result in flow 

elds resembling Fig. 12 d, in spite of different superficial gas and 

iquid velocities. Similarly, simulating cases on a line skew to the 

socontours of αL,R should show the dynamics of buoyancy driven 

ow structures. The varying operating parameters for the left and 
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ight inlet, leading to either a smooth mixing layer pattern (as in 

ig. 12 d) or buoyancy driven flow structures, provide a real chal- 

enge for simulations in which the contributions of the three above 

ypes of models may vary. 

. Conclusions 

An experimental investigation of a-symmetric bubble column 

onfigurations was performed, with uneven gas sparging and with 

 uniform or a-symmetric liquid co-flow. Under several conditions, 

elvin-Helmholtz instabilities were observed developing into orga- 

ized vortical flow structures as a result of lateral differences in 

ixture velocities and/or void fraction (i.e., mixture density). 

Bubble streaks were captured in order to study the occur- 

ence of (buoyancy driven) vortex roll-up structures. Bubble Im- 

ge Velocimetry (BIV), an image correlation technique to calculate 

he displacement of parcels of bubbles, was then used to capture 

lobal flow patterns. Dual-tip optical fibre probes (OFP) were used 

o measure local void fractions, bubble velocities and chord lengths 

t two fixed positions in the column where the bubbles move pre- 

ominantly upwards and aligned with the probe. 

The vertical bubble velocity and standard deviation thereof, as 

easured using BIV and the OFPs, were compared and generally 

ood agreement was observed between both methods. Contour 

lots of the bubble parcel velocity magnitude and the root-mean- 

quare (RMS) of the its velocity fluctuations were shown for a wide 

ange of a-symmetric operating conditions. 

We presented a thorough analysis of the steep departure from 

omogeneous bubbly flow to inhomogeneous bubbly flow as a 

unction of a-symmetric gas sparging. It was found that a uniform 

iquid co-flow stabilized a slightly inhomogeneously sparged bub- 

le column as the developing flow patterns were less sensitive to 

 (small) degree of a-symmetric sparging. 

A model for the gas fraction was adopted to describe the 

as fraction at the inlet as a function of both the degree of a- 

ymmetric sparging and the degree of a-symmetric liquid co-flow. 

perating conditions were identified for which there are no initial 

as fraction differences, such that no buoyancy driven flow struc- 

ures emerged. In this case, the bubbles move essentially rectilin- 

ar due to advection and a mixing layer pattern (with its devel- 

pment aligned with the splitter plate) was visible from the con- 

ours of the bubble velocity magnitude and RMS fluctuations. For 

ll other cases, when the gas fraction of the left and right inlet 

ere not equal, the bubble swarm originating from the inlet with 

he highest gas fraction always accelerated as a result of buoyancy 

ifferences and triggered large and unstable flow instabilities. 

An operating map was constructed to plot the gas fraction at 

he inlet and the bubble diameter as functions of the sectional U sg 

nd U sl and to represent all the experiments carried out with an 

-symmetric liquid co-flow. This operating map can be very useful 

o identify regimes at which both inlets operate at equal gas frac- 

ion (and equal bubble diameter), such that there is no competition 

etween buoyancy driven and advection driven flow structures or 

pposite. For future reference, operating conditions may be pre- 

icted for which mixing layer patterns occur in order to disentan- 

le the effect of shear generated turbulence and bubble induced 

urbulence. 

Future work may include further analysis of (the obtained) BIV 

ata to study the dynamics of the bubble column, by means of 

roper Orthogonal Decomposition and/or Dynamic Mode Decom- 

osition. Also, regimes can be identified for which the mean bub- 

le velocities can be described by a parametric error function in 

erms of x, y, and the operating conditions. 

A further experimental analysis may focus on Laser Doppler Ve- 

ocimetry or phase-sensitive Hot-Wire Anemometry (when optical 

ccess is impeded due to the high void fraction) to study liquid 
16 
elocities and turbulence. The bubble (parcel) velocities presented 

ere may then act as a reference for calculating (local) slip veloci- 

ies. 
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ppendix A. Bubble velocities and parcel velocities 

1. The effect of a uniform-coflow ( λl = 0 ) 

Fig. A.1 shows the mean bubble velocity v b as measured with 

he dual-tip optical fibre probes (a) and parcel velocities as ob- 

ained by using BIV (b) as a function of the degree of a-symmetric 

as sparging λg for 〈 U sl 〉 = 0 (open markers); 0.1 (grey markers) 

nd 0.2 m/s (black markers). The optical fibre probe measurements 

t x = −15 and x = +15 cm were taken simultaneously (300 s aver-

ge). The bubble parcel velocities (10 s average) at y = 63 cm were 

inearly interpolated at x = ±15 cm from the profiles as shown in 

ig. 5 . It should be noted that a triangle pointing right ( � ) denotes

he measurements at location at x = +15 cm, whereas a triangle 

ointing left ( � ) denotes measurements at x = −15 cm. 

In general, good agreement was observed between the bubble 

parcel) velocities as obtained by both methods. In line with Part I 

f this paper, both methods agree very well at intermediate bubble 

elocities ( 20 < v b < 40 cm/s), whereas BIV results in velocities up 

o 15% higher for v b > 60 cm/s. As the Optical Fibre Probes are cen- 

ered between the front and rear wall, while the depth of view of 

he camera covered the whole depth of the column, this discrep- 

ncy can be ascribed due to 3D effects as the BIV results may be 

iased to the flow in the vicinity of the front column wall (espe- 

ially for higher α when the transparency decreased). Gradients of 

and v b in the collinear direction (between front and rear wall) 

ay compromise the comparability of both methods and further 

numerical) research is required to study the validity of a 2D ( x, y )

ow assumption. 

Without liquid co-flow, the bubble velocity is hugely sensitive 

o a small degree of a-symmetric gas sparging (see white mark- 

rs around λg = 0 in Fig. A.1 ), even more strongly than alpha (in

ig. 6 ). Also from the development of v b as a function of λg , it can

e seen that the line of symmetry is slightly to the right of λg = 0

ue to a slight imbalance of the Mass Flow Controller calibrations. 

-symmetric sparging induces a global liquid recirculation loop. 

he stream originating from the inlet with the highest gas fraction 

ccelerates and entrains fluid. This entrained fluid comes down at 

he other side of the column. The downward velocity of the liquid 

rags bubbles down the column, hence negative bubble velocities 

re realistically obtained from the BIV method. Due to the config- 

ration of the optical fibre probes, small (and negative) bubble ve- 

ocities could not be measured. Bubble velocity measurements us- 

ng the optical probe for the set for U = 0 m/s ( Fig. A.1 a) were ig-
sl 
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Fig. A.1. v b at x = ±15 cm and y = 63 cm as a function of the degree of asymmetry λg . Left: Optical fibre probe; Right: Bubble Image Velocimetry. 〈 U sg 〉 = 1.25 cm/s; 

Fig. A.2. Stdev( v b ) at x = ±15 cm and y = 63 cm as a function of the degree of asymmetry λg . 〈 U sg 〉 = 1.25 cm/s; 
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ored when insufficient valid bubble velocity measurements were 

btained. 

With increasing 〈 U sl 〉 , the measured velocities at the two mon- 

toring points in Fig. A.1 deviated to a lesser degree from the more 

omogeneous flow conditions at λg = 0 , as already shown in Fig. 3 ,

hile they are less sensitive to small variations in λg . This is due 

he reduction of the occurrence of (fluctuating) recirculation loops. 

Fig. A.2 shows the standard deviation of the bubble velocity 

tdev (v b ) as measured with the dual-tip optical fibre probes (a) 

nd parcel velocities as obtained by using BIV (b) as a function of 
17 
he degree of a-symmetric gas sparging λg for the same cases as 

utlined in Fig. A.1 . Similar to the development of α ( Fig. 6 ) and

 b ( Fig. A.1 ) as a function of λg , also the evolution of Stdev( v b )
s very symmetric with respect to λg = 0 . The standard deviations 

btained from the BIV method (b) show a more irregular behavior 

han those obtained by the optical fibre probes (a) as the sampling 

eriod of the BIV is 10 s, compared to the 300 s duration of the

ubble probe data acquisition. The observed trends in Stdev (v b ) as 

aptured by both OFP and BIV methods are rather similar. Although 

he standard deviations of the velocity distributions measured by 
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Fig. A.3. v b as a function of the degree of asymmetry λg at x = ±15 cm and y = 63 cm for λl = 0,-1 and -2. Top: 〈 U sl 〉 = 0 . 1 ; and bottom: 0.2 m/s. Left: Optical fibre probe; 

Right: Bubble Image Velocimetry. 〈 U sg 〉 = 1.25 cm/s. 
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he optical fibre probes are ≈ 3 cm/s higher than those obtained 

sing BIV. This difference is ascribed to the wobbling behavior of 

he bubble interfaces (see also Part I). 

2. The effect of a non-uniform-coflow ( λl < 0 ) 

Fig. A.3 shows bubble velocities as measured by the OFPs (left) 

nd BIV (right) at x = ±15 cm and y = 63 cm as a function of λg 

or λl = 0, -1 and -2. The top row shows results for 〈 U sl 〉 = 0 . 1 m/s,

hereas 〈 U sl 〉 = 0 . 2 m/s for the bottom row. 

The development of v b as a function of λg and λl show a similar 

rend as α shown in Fig. 15 . A high gas fraction induces a buoyancy
18 
riven acceleration of the bubble plume, hence mostly a higher v b 
as measured if the region where the gas fraction was high. 

Similar curves were obtained from the OPF and BIV method. BIV 

esults in relatively higher velocities for the regions with a v b and 

, which is consistent with the results obtained in Part I and with 

ig. A.1 of this paper. As the gradients of v b are high in the (fluc- 

uating) boundary region, BIV may not give a sufficiently accurate 

tatistical average, while also a uni-directionial flow assumption for 

he OFP measurements may be invalid. As, due to the current cam- 

ra configuration, the whole depth of the column was in focus, a 

apping error may occur when converting position to a coordi- 

ate. As the transparency is a function of the bubble number den- 
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Fig. A.4. Stdev( v b ), as a function of the degree of asymmetry λg at x = ±15 cm and y = 63 cm for λl = 0,-1 and -2. Top: 〈 U sl 〉 = 0 . 1 m/s; bottom: 〈 U sl 〉 = 0 . 2 m/s. Left: Optical 

fibre probe; Right: Bubble Image Velocimetry. 〈 U sg 〉 = 1.25 cm/s. 
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ity, measurements are biased to the flow in the vicinity of the 

ront wall for high gas fractions, while bubbles at the back wall of 

he column (having a different mm/pix) became visible for lower 

as fractions. This may have a considerable effect in regions of high 

elocity gradients at the edges of the domain. 

Fig. A.4 shows bubble velocity fluctuations as measured by the 

FPs (left) and parcel velocity fluctuations measured using BIV 

right) at x = ±15 cm and y = 63 cm as a function of λg for λl = 0,

1 and -2. The top row shows results for 〈 U sl 〉 = 0 . 1 m/s, whereas

 U sl 〉 = 0 . 2 m/s for the bottom row. 

Although higher bubble velocity fluctuations are measured by 

he OFPs, both methods (OFP and BIV) show similar trends. As OFP 
19 
easurements were taken for 300 s, the development of Stdev( v b ) 
s very smooth. The length of BIV measurements was 10 s and 

omewhat less smooth trends were found for the results shown 

n Fig. A.4 b. However, a smooth development of Stdev( v b ) was re-

overed when 〈 U sl 〉 was increased to 0.2 m/s (see Fig. A.4 d), as a

tronger co-flow more clearly determined flow structures. 

For all cases, strong velocity fluctuations were measured at 

 = 15 cm ( � ) for λg > 0 . As the boundary (strongly) developed to

he right side for λg > 0 (and λl < 0 ), the OFP at x = 15 cm mea-

ured in the close vicinity of the boundary and it can be seen 

hat Stdev( v b ) increased gradually with an increasing degree of a- 

ymmetric liquid co-flow, λl . As concluded from the gradual trends 
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n Fig. A.4 , no sharp operating regime transition exists between a 

ow pattern with a steady or unsteady boundary. 

For λg < 0 , Stdev( v b ) converges to a situation with similar 

oot mean square velocity fluctuations as under homogeneous gas 

parging and liquid co-flow. These operating conditions seem to 

ccur in the proximity for conditions for which Eq. (10) is valid, 

.g. the left and right inlet gas fractions are almost equal and the 

oundary remains centered and a mixing layer configuration is re- 

tored. 
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Supplementary material associated with this article can be 

ound, in the online version, at doi: 10.1016/j.ijmultiphaseflow.2021. 

03562 . 
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